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Ruline

M/s. Samreen lnternational Pvt. Ltd., through their legal representatives, Mls. Amlcus
Rarus, have filed an application for advance ruling under section 28-H of the Customs Act,
1962 seeking advance rulings on the classification of four products, namely, API supari, chikni
supari, unflavoured supari, and flavoured supari. lt is the applicant's contention that these
products do not merit classification under chapter 8(08029000) of the customs tariff and are
more appropriately classifiable under chapter 21,, and more specifically under sub-heading
21069030. The application dated 30.t2.2O20"was,received in the registry/secretariat of
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the
Authority for Advance Ruling, New Delhi (AAR, in short) on 31.12.2A20. Consequent upon
Delhi and
appointment of customs Authority for Advance Rulings (CAAR, in short) in New
of
Mumbaiw.e.f. o4.aL.2o21,, the said application was transferred to CAAR, Mumbai in terms
section 28-F {3) ibid and regulation 31 of cAAR Regulations,2o2t.
The applicantwas given an opportunityof hearing on23'A2'2A21, wherein, theywere'
products
inter alia, asked to explain as to why their application seeking classification of four
shouldn,t be treated as four different applications. ln the meantime, a request was also
along
received from the applicant to include the product 'Boiled supari' in their application,
with addition of another issue on which an advance ruling was sought, i.e', whether the
Notification No. 50/20l7-Cus., dated 30.o6-2afl is applicable and if so whether the benefit

2.

of exemption listed under Sr. No. 103 of the table under the said notification is available to
the commodities (products manufactured out of betel nuts) under CTH 21069030'
of
Subsequently, four different applications have been received from the applicant for each
the original four products for which advance rulings were sought, accompanied by the
prescribed application fee.
Considering the fact that the original application seeking classification of four products
was not received by CAAR, Mumbai directly but was transferred by AAR, New Delhi, I direct
that the application fee in respect of them may be returned to the applicant by the Secretary.
However, the application for an advance ruling on 'Boiled supari' is to be treated as a separate
application under section 2B-H ibid. However, the advance ruling sought in respect of boiled
supari is being combined with the proceedings in respect of four other items sought vide
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earlier application dated 37.12.2020 in the interest of convenience and expediency.

4.

The two applications for advance rulings have been shared with the concerned
Principal CommissionerfCommissioner of Customs at Nhava Sheva, Mundra, and Vijayawada.
Comments have been received from Nhava Sheva and Vijayawada. The comments received
from the commissionerates have been shared with the applicant so that they can file
rejoinder/rebuttal, if any. The applicant has filed their comments in response to the
submissions from the commissionerates of Nhava Sheva and Vijayawada, disagreeing with
the submissions and reiterating that the issue is settled in view of the decisions of the
erstwhile AAR in the cases of M/s. Oliya Steel and M/s. Excellent Betelnut.

5.

The Commissioner of Customs, Vijayawada, quoting the relevant general rules for
interpretation of tariff, as wellas chapter notes, has opined that areca nuts (boiled as wellas
dried) merit classification under chapter 8 of the Schedule I to the Customs Tariff Act, 1975
and that the word 'supari' in the tariff entry has been wrongly interpreted while seeking
classification of areca nuts under heading 2L.A6.lt has been pointed out that 'Supari' in Hindi,
refers both to the areca nut, the primary agricultural produce as well as the preparations of
areca nut (secondary products), i.e., betelnut preparations classifiable under sub-heading
21069030. The Principal Commissioner, Nhava Sheva - l, in his comments, has given reference
to the two advance rulings of the erstwhile AAR, New Delhi in the cases of M/s. Excellent

pure betelnut or supari, which has not
Betelnuts and M/s lsha Exim, and has stated that
would remain
undergone changes, do not merit being labelted as a product of supari'
in the nature of
classified under chapter 8, and that there doesn't appear to be any change
the end product, and therefore, doesn't merit classification under sub-heading2106902A'
Court in the case of
Reference has also been made to the decision of the Hon'ble Supreme
of
M/s. Crane Betelnut Powder, reported at 2ao7{210} E.L.T. 171{S'C')' The Commissioner
Customs, Mundra has not offered any comments'
of the
Sri Somesh Arora, advocate of the firm M/s. Amicus Rarus appeared on behalf
applicant in the hearing conducted in the virtual mode. The learned advocate reiterated their
given
submissions made in their application for advance ruling and also stated that the ruling
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by the AAR, New Delhi in respect of M/s. Excellent and M/s Oliya should be followed for the
sake of uniformity. Subsequent to the hearing, a synopsis of the arguments of the applicant

to entertain the request for advance ruling for all the five
products and to condone defects, if any. Reference has once again made to the advance
rulings given in the cases of M/s. Excellent Betelnut Products and M/s Oliya Steel, with a
request to provide advance rulings in respect of all the five products in lines of the advance
has been received urging therein

rulings already given.

7.

The five products under consideration in these proceedings have a common primary
ingredient, namely raw areca nut and the processes they undergo to obtain the said five
items, as stated by the applicant, are as follows: -

o

API supari - On the raw whole green nut, removal of large impurities, boiling in water

for 6 hours, mixing food starch, drying, polishing, and packaging;

e
r

Chikni supari - Allthe processes as described above plus slicing into small pieces;

r

Flavoured supari - All the processes undertaken in case of unflavoured supari plus
sterilizing to removefkill bacteria and flavouring in automatic blenders with spices/or
Mulethi and perfumes;

o

Boiled supari - Removal of large impurities, boiling in water for 4 hours, removal of
husk, boiling again for 2 hours, drying by hot air, sterilizing, sorting, polishing, and
packaging.

Unflavoured supari - Removal of large impurities by labour and small impuritles by
destoner, metal deflection, garbling, polishing, 3 stage cutting, blowing of weightless
particles in blower, gravity separation by automatic gravity separation machine,
roasting in fire gas rotary roaster, metal detection by magnetic metal detectors, and
packaging. These nuts are said to be cut into 8 or i-2 pieces;

8.

The applicant has relied upon the advance rulings given by the erstwhile AAR, New
Delhi in the cases of M/s. Excellent Betelnut Products, which is in respect of the first four
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Pvt' Ltd'' which covers allthe
products listed in the preceding paragraph and M/s' oliya steel
both these rulings, it has been concluded
five products invotved in the present proceedings. ln
sub-heading 21069030' ln
that the products mentioned above merit classification under
supplementary note 2 to chapter
coming to such a decision, reliance has been placed on the
it is not necessary to undergo a change of
21,, inso far as, a conclusion has been drawn that
21 in view of the positive
character for the betelnut (supari) to be classified under chapter
require any such basic
language of the supplementary notes, referred supra, which doesn't
rulings, was of the
change of character. The erstwhile AAR, in both the aforementioned
M/s' crane Betel Nut
opinion that the decision of the Hon'ble supreme court in the case of
powder Works reported al2AO7 (210) E.L.T. 17L (S'C') has no application in the facts of the
cases before them.
ln the aforementioned backdrop, it is necessary to examine the contending chapters
of the tariff. The relevant notes to chapter 8 lay down the following: -

9.

the fol lowinq purposes:
(o)

(b)

provided that thev retain the character of dried fruit or dried nuts.'

ln the chapter 8, areca nuts, whole, split, ground, and two residuary sub-headings

are

accommodated under 08028010, 20,30,90, and 08029000, respectively.

g.3,

Chapter 21 includes within its ambit, miscellaneous edible preparations. As already
mentioned, the supplementary note 2 to the said chapter lay down that,

one or more
betel nut
katha(cotechu) and tobacco whether or not containinq anv other inqredients. such as
cardomom. copra. menthol.'
ln this chapter, the related entry, with respect to betel nuts, is the sub-heading 21069030,
i.e., betel nut products known as supari.

10. ln matters of classification of goods entered/intended for import/export,

the

Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System of the World Customs Organization,
comprising of more than 5,000 commodity groups, arranged in a legal and logical structure
and supported by well-defined rules to achieve uniform classification, is used by the signatory
member countries. So far as chapter B is concerned, apart from the relevant chapter notes

already reproduced above, the HSN prescribes the following as general guidelines: -
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'Fruit and nuts of this Chqpter mav be whole. sliced, chopped. shredded. stoned.
pulped. qrated. peeled or shelled.
The addition of small quantities of suaar daes not affect the classification

of fruit in

tltis Chapter.'

10.1

ln this chapter, the entry 0802.80 refers to areca nuts, used chiefly as a masticatory.
Thus, the explanatory notes to chapter 8 indicate that chapter I covers nuts intended for
human consumption (whether as presented or after processing); whether they are fresh,
frozen (whether or not previously cooked by steaming or boiling in water) or dried {including
dehydrated, evaporated or freeze-dried) and whether the nuts could also be whole, sliced,
chopped, shredded, stoned, pulped, grated, peeled or shelled-

1,1,.

Keeping the relevant chapter notes and general guidelines in view, the processes

undergone by APUchiknilunflavouredfflavouredlboiled supari need to be examined to
determine whether such processes result in products which can be described as preparations
containing betel nut, or even after such processes, the resultant products still substantially
retain the original character of the raw material, i.e., areca or betel nuts. Examination of the
processes undertaken on the raw betel nuts, as submitted by the applicant, revealthat some
of the processes are nothing but mere cleaning or removal of impurities, e.g., removal of
smalUlarge impurities, blowing of weightless particles, gravity/magnetic separation etc. lt is
nobody's case that undertaking of such activities would result in a substantially different
commodity than the starting raw material, so as to be called as a preparation. The same would
be the conclusion with respect to garbling, which refers to the separation of the unwanted
portions from the desired end products or sterilization to remove/kill bacteria. Some of the
products, namely, chikni/unflavoured/flavoured supari are subject to cutting or slicing. The
relevant portion of the HSN as reproduced above makes it clear that even after cutting/slicing,
the resultant products remain classified under chapter 8. Similarly, processes like drying,
sorting, polishing, packaging etc. do not alter the nature of the product in any significant
manner to necessitate a change of classification. The next group of processes, i.e., boiling or
roasting in fire gas rotary roasters, when examined in the light of the relevant notes to chapter
8, also leads to the conclusion that even after such processes, the resultant products do not
go out of the purview of chapter 8.
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One is then confronted with the question as to whether mixing of food starch would
result in a product substantially different to be characterised as a preparation? The answer to
that question also appears to be clearly in the negative when the relevant chapter notes make

clear that addition of sugarlglucose syrup/vegetable oil do not significantly alter the
character of the arecalbetel nuts, and even after such addition, the resultant product
continue to remain classified under chapter 8. Finally, one comes to the instance of addition
of spices/Mulethi/liquid perfume in the automatic mega blenders as is stated in respect of
flavoured supari. Before answering that question, I feel necessary that the facts of the case
of Mls. Crane Betel Nut Powder Works should be discussed.

it

13.

M/s. Crane Betel Nut Powder Works, as per the Hon'ble Supreme Court of lndia l7OO7
(210) E.L.T. 171 (S.C.)), were engaged in the business of marketing betel nuts in different sizes
after processing them by adding essential/non-essential oils, menthol, sweetening agent etc.,
and were clearing the goods under heading 2LA7 of the central excise tariff and were paying
duty accordingly. Subsequently, theyfiled a revised classification declaration under rule 173B
of the Central Excise Rules, 1944, with effect from 17th Ju|y,1997, claiming classification of
its product under sub-heading 080100 of the tariff. lt was contended that the crushing of betel
nuts into smaller pieces with the help of machines and passing them through different sizes
of sieves to obtain goods of different sizes/grades and sweetening the cut pieces did not
amount to manufacture in view of the fact that mere crushing of betel nuts into smaller pieces
did not bring into existence a different commodity which had a distinct character of its own.
ln the aforesaid factual backdrop, the Hon'ble Apex Court observed that,

.

the

ln our view. the

not chanqe the nature of the end product. which in the words of the Tribunal. was tllot
in the end product the 'betel nut remains a betel nut'. The soid observation of the
Tribunal depicts the status of the product priar ta monufacture and thereafter. ln those
circumstqnces. the views expressed in the D.C.M. Generol Mills Ltd. (supra) and the
possaae from the American Judoment (supra) become meaninaful. The observation

that manufacture implies a chanae. but everv chonae of not manufacture and vet
everv chanae of an orticle is the result of treotment. lsbour and monipulation is
opposite to the situotion at hand. The process involved in the manufacture of
sweetened betel nut pieces does not result in the manufacture of o new product as the
end product continues to retoin its oriainol chdrocter thouah in a modified form."
(emphasis supplied)

14.

ln the case of Azam Laminators Pvt. Ltd., reported at 2019 (367) E.L.T. A22 {Tri. Chennai), where scented betel nut was being manufactured by cracking of dried betel nut
into small pieces, and thereafter, gently heating it with addition of vanaspati oil, sweetening
and flavouring agents and marketed in small pouches as Nizam Pakku (in Tamil)/Betel Nut (in

English), the Chennai bench of the Hon'ble CESTAT held the resultant product classifiable
under sub-heading 08029019 of central excise tariff and not under 21069030 as supari for
period after 07.A7.2009. The Hon'ble CESTAT, in coming to the above decision, relied upon
the decisions of the Hon'ble Supreme Court decisions in the cases of M/s. Crane Betel Nut
Powder Works and M/s. Satnam Overseas Ltd. [2015 (318) E.L.T. 538 (S.C.)].

15.

find the observations of the Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of Crane Betel Nuts
and the decision of Hon'ble Tribunal in the case of Azam Laminators to be extremely
enlightening. Even as I recognize that the above decisions were rendered in the context of
manufacture in central excise, the principle laid down therein is quite relevant to the situation
which is the subject matter of the proceedings before me. Being guided by the aforesaid
principle, I paraphrase the question before me to ask whether the processes to which raw
I

@

areca nut, indisputably falling under chapter 8, is subjected are significant and substantive
enough to render the said five items as preparations of areca cut, to merit classification under
chapter 21 or fall short. Going by the ratio of the decision laid down by the Hon'ble Supreme
Court which was followed by the Hon'ble Tribunal, the answer to that also appears to be in

the negative.

16.

ln order to arrive at a ruling regarding the classification of the said five items, it is
incumbent on me to consider the supplementary notes to chapter 21, as also the scope of the
chapter 8 and the guidelines contained in the HSN, and the ratio of the decisions already
recorded above. I note that the AAR in its rulings cited by the applicant have omitted to refer
to the latter. Recognizing the legal construct and specific provisions of section 28-J (L), it is
obvious to me that the task before me cannot be reduced to pass the advance ruling based
on the previous ruling of AAR cited by the applicant. ln view of the aforesaid discussions, I
have reached the conclusion that all the five products placed before me for consideration,
i.e., API supari, chikni supari, unflavoured supari, flavoured supari, and boiled supari merit
classification under chapter 8 of the customs tariff, and more precisely, under the heading
O8A2, and not under sub-heading 21069030, as contended. Accordingly, it is held that the
benefit of the exemption contained at Sr. No. 103 of the Notification No. 50/7}fl-Cus., dated
30.06.2017 would not be available to the products, namely, API supari, chikni supari,
unflavoured supari, flavoured supari, and boiled supari.
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This copy is certified to be a true copy of the ruling and is sent to:
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The Principal Chief Commissioner of Customs, Mumbai Customs Zone-l, Ballard Estate,
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The Memher {L & J), CBIC New Delhi.
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